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w hen you hear the term “taboret,” a number of thoughts may come 
to mind. If you speak French, you may think of tabouret, a Middle 

French word meaning “small drum.” 

If history—or furniture—is your passion, perhaps you envision the armless, backless 
stools used at the palace of Versailles in seventeenth-century France. Dubbed 
tabourets because of their cylindrical, drum-like shape, these elaborate chairs were 
provided for privileged ladies to sit in the presence of the queen.

More likely, however, you think of a handy, portable organizer replete with drawers 
and shelves—the perfect organizational solution for all your art supplies. And if that 
is the case, you’ve come to the right place. 

Here we present a selection of taborets in all different sizes and designs. Choose the 
one that best matches your needs, personality, and studio décor. You may not mingle 
with royalty, but spending time with one of these convenient organizers can make 
you feel like a pretty privileged lady (or gentleman)!

Artograph® Open Studio® 
Taboret: When it comes to  
organizing your brushes, pencils, 
threads, sketchbooks, and other studio 
supplies, it doesn’t get more basic than 
this classic option. Made from durable 
steel, this 30" tall cart has a clean, 
white finish that would fit well in nearly 
any studio. For added versatility, you 
can assemble the three 18" × 18" tiers 
as shelves, trays, or a combination  
of the two.
dickblick.com, $180.27

   the boby® 
Italian designer Joe Colombo 
(1930–1971) is known for 
his innovative and influential 
furniture designs. Among his 
most famous pieces is the Boby 
portable storage system, which 
he created for Bieffe Design. 

After years of experimenting, 
Colombo debuted the Boby in 
1969. To this day, it is still a 
well-loved piece of furniture—it 
is even part of the permanent 
collection at the Museum of 
Modern Art!

Constructed of injection-molded 
ABS plastic, this organizing 
cart is packed with rotating 
drawers, trays, and shelves. It 
also comes in many different 
colors and sizes, making it a 
welcome addition to any studio.
nova68.com, starting at $280.00
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Best 3-drawer Taboret: If you’re 
looking for something simple that is 
both practical and attractive, you 
might like this oak taboret from 
Jack Richeson & Co., Inc. Measuring 
17¾" × 18" × 30", this unit offers 
versatile storage options with three 
drawers and two adjustable cubby 
compartments. It even comes on 
casters, so you can take it with you 
wherever you go.

Best Studio Taboret Tray: A 
companion to the 3-drawer Taboret, this 
wooden tray balances on the open top 
drawer and comes with two stainless 
steel canisters for holding your smaller 
art supplies. 
jerrysartarama.com, $243.82 for taboret; 
$56.78 for taboret tray

Studio Designs Futura 
Craft Station: At 31½" × 
43" × 24", this sleek piece 
of furniture is more than just 
a table. In addition to the 
38" × 24" tempered safety 
glass top, which adjusts 
up to 35 degrees, it also 
includes a 24" pencil ledge, 
three plastic drawers, a 
pencil storage drawer, and 
four removable side trays—
perfect for drawing, drafting, 
art journaling, or crafting. 
wayfairsupply.com, $156.99

Best Caitlin Taboret and Easel: 
For a heftier organization option, check 
out this combination taboret and easel. 
A storage drawer, a cabinet, two 
64" wide adjustable wings, a pull-out 
work surface, and two adjustable-height 
easels make this unit the perfect studio 
companion. With a base measurement 
of 30" × 32" × 21½", this taboret 
expands further in every direction to 
accommodate a variety of working 
conditions. 
madisonartshop.com, $839.99

Don’t see any taborets you love? Try building 
your own! Designed and engineered by 
artist Garry Kravit, the Ultimate Artist’s 
Taboret© allows you to select your own 
design, features, and building materials. 
With a customizable taboret, you can create 
a workstation that perfectly suits your space, 
your style, and the way you work.
theultimatetaboret.com, $37.00
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